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Abstract 
This study investigated the development of phonological regularity and phonological 
consistency and their interaction in reading Chinese characters. Two experiments were 
conducted using similar design and methodology. The stimuli in both experiments were 
manipulated in regularity and consistency. Four character types were formed- regular/ high- 
consistency, regular/ low- consistency, irregular/ high- consistency and irregular/ low- 
consistency. The calculation methods of consistency value in the two experiments were 
different. In Experiment 1, the consistency value was calculated based on the type frequency 
(the number of pronunciations in a family), and in Experiment 2, it was calculated based on 
the token frequency (the total occurrence of a pronunciation in a family). One- hundred and 
fourteen participants from Grade 3, 4 and 5 were recruited for each experiment and engaged 
in character naming tasks. Both experiments yielded significant grade effect and regularity 
effect, but only Experiment 2 showed significant consistency effect. A statistically significant 
interaction between regularity and consistency was found in Experiment 2. A change in the 
relationship between regularity and consistency across grades was noted. The results 
suggested that consistency effect would be better reflected in the calculation using token 
frequency and that the effect of regularity outweighed that of consistency.  
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Introduction 
The Chinese writing system 
The Chinese writing system is logographic, in which one character corresponds to one 
syllable. Unlike alphabetic languages, such as English, in which sounds can be mapped onto 
letters, phonemes are not salient in Chinese orthographic structure (Shu & Anderson, 1999). 
It had been assumed that learning Chinese would exhaust rote memory of characters and 
their pronunciations as unanalyzed wholes (Anshen & Aronoff, 1988). However, in the 
recent decade, studies (Hung, Tzeng, & Tzeng, 1992; Tan & Perfetti, 1999) have proved that 
sub- character processing existed in a type of Chinese characters—  phonetic compounds.  
Phonetic compounds constitute over 80% of the Chinese characters (Shu & Anderson, 
1999). Each phonetic compound composes of two radicals – a signific and a phonetic, which 
specify the meaning and the pronunciation respectively. For example, the compound 銅 
/tHuN4/ (copper) is made up of the signific radical金 (gold) and the phonetic radical同 
/tHuN4/. 金 gives the meaning of metal and 同 gives the pronunciation of the character.  
Phonetic radicals appear in two forms— free and bound, and only free phonetic 
radicals can help directly predict the pronunciation of a phonetic compound (Shu & 
Anderson, 1999). Free phonetic radicals are pronounceable real characters themselves. As in 
the above example, the phonetic radical同 of the character銅 is a free radical. Bound 
phonetic radicals are not characters in isolation and have no pronunciation. 噪 (noisy) is an 
example. 喿 is a bound phonetic radical and is not pronounceable in isolation. A free 
phonetic radical does not always represent fully the character pronunciation. It may provide 
information on the onset, rime or tone of a compound. If the radical has the same onset and 
rime as the compound, readers can reliably predict the phonological form of the character, 
irrespective of the tone. These phonetic compounds are called regular characters. Examples 
are銅/tHuN4/ with the phonetic radical 同/tHuN4/, and媽/ma1/ with the phonetic radical
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馬/ma5/. When the phonetic radical has only the onset, rime, or tone identical to, or nothing 
at all similar to the pronunciation of the phonetic compound, such kind of characters are 
called irregular characters. For example, in姐/tsE2/, the phonetic radical且/tsHE2/ has the 
same onset and tone, and in汗/hOn6/, the phonetic radical干/kOn1/ has the same rime only 
(Fang, Horng, & Tzeng, 1986; Hue, 1992; Yang & Peng, 1997)  
A phonetic radical will combine with different signific radicals to form many phonetic 
compounds. According to Fang et al. (1986), characters sharing the same phonetic radical, 
including the phonetic radical itself if it is a real character (i.e. free radicals), will form a 
family, and the members are regarded as neighbours to one another. The family size of 
different phonetic radicals ranges from 2 to 15 members (Leung & Lee, 2002). Some 
families may have more members pronounced similarly than others. Therefore, the 
consistency of pronunciation, which is the extent of agreement in pronunciations among 
neighbours, would be different in different families. Consistency has been defined 
categorically as consistent or inconsistent, and relatively as high or low. A consistent 
character means that all neighbours are produced similarly, while an inconsistent character 
means that neighbours have different pronunciations (Fang et al., 1986). On the other hand, 
high or low consistency is determined by calculating the consistency value. Traditionally, it 
is calculated based on the type frequency concept (Fang et al., 1986; Tzeng, Zhong, Hung, & 
Lee, 1995; Yang & Peng, 1997). Type frequency means the total number of characters being 
composed of the same phonetic radical (Taft & Zhu, 1997). The method is to divide the 
number of regular pronunciations by the total family size. For instance, the family of the 
phonetic radical莫/mOk9/ includes 莫/mOk9/, 漠/mOk9/, 寞/mOk9/, 摸/mO2/. The 
consistency value will be 4 (the regular characters) ÷5 (family size) = 0.8. A higher value 
will indicate higher consistency, and vice versa. Yet, this calculation is not applicable to 
those families with only irregular members. 
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Recently, a new calculation of consistency value has been proposed to define high and 
low consistency. It makes use of the token frequency. Token frequency means the total 
character frequency of family members. The calculation method will be to multiply the total 
frequency of the regular pronunciations and then divide by the total frequency of all family 
members. It was claimed that the consistency value will be more representative as token 
freqeuncy reflects the entire reading exposure of an individual (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, & 
Xuan, 2003; Chen, Shu, Wu, & Anderson, 2003). 
Research on regularity and consistency 
Researchers had investigated the sub- character processing involved in reading Chinese 
phonetic compounds. Zhou and Marslen- Wilson (1999) used priming task and found that 
phonetic primes significantly facilitated response of the regular targets containing the same 
phonetic radicals as the primes, but inhibited response of irregular targets. The result 
indicated the decomposition of phonetic radicals from whole characters and that phonetic 
radicals were used to access phonetic compounds. From character naming task, regularity 
effect was found in adult readers, in that regular characters were named significantly faster 
and more accurately than irregular characters. (Seidenburg, 1985; Hue, 1992).  
Regularity effect was also found in children. For instance, Shu and Zeng (1996) and 
Shu, Anderson, and Wu (2000) tested the second-, fourth- and sixth- grade children the 
effects of character familiarity and regularity on character naming. Significant regularity 
effect was found at all targeted grade levels. Error analysis showed the presence of 
regularization errors, suggesting that children could map the pronunciation of the phonetic 
radical onto the characters. Children as young as second grade already developed the 
awareness of the morphological structure and could extract the phonetic pronunciation in 
reading. Besides, an interaction between familiarity and regularity was significant, in that 
regularity effect was observed with less frequent, unfamiliar characters.  
Yang and Peng (1997) investigated the interaction between character frequency and 
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regularity in a character naming task among the third and sixth graders. A significant 
interaction was found; when the character frequency was low, regular characters were named 
significantly faster than irregular ones. Different from the previous results, regularity effect 
was present only among the third graders but not in sixth graders. The authors concluded that 
the higher- grade children would be less influenced by regularity, because with more reading 
experience, they learned that the phonetic pronunciation was not always reliable. The trend 
of development was uncertain. 
Apart from regularity effect, researchers also studied how consistency affects reading. 
Fang et al. (1986) and Hue (1992) presented adult readers with regular- consistent, regular- 
inconsistent and irregular characters. The first type of characters were named significantly 
faster and better than the last two which did not show significant difference. This 
phenomenon is called the consistency effect, namely, consistent characters were read faster 
and more accurately than inconsistent ones. The results suggested that the family members 
had been considered and that naming consistent characters was easier because more 
members shared the same pronunciation.  
Tzeng et al. (1995) investigated how family members affected naming performance by 
asking the third and sixth graders to name three types of characters- those with regular 
neighbours only, with both regular and irregular neighbours and with irregular neighbours 
only. The first type was consistent while the other two were inconsistent. The first type was 
named significantly better than the last two. The authors interpreted that children could take 
into consideration the pronunciation of neighbours in reading.  
Yang and Peng (1997) also asked the third- and sixth- graders to name regular- 
consistent, regular- inconsistent and irregular characters, and found a significant consistency 
effect. Error analysis showed that sixth graders made more errors on neighbours than the 
third graders, implying an increasing use of consistency in reading with grade. A significant 
interaction between consistency and character frequency was also found, in that consistency 
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effect was found only for low- frequency characters.  
Targeting at the third and fourth graders, Wong (2003) found a significant consistency 
effect and family size effect by manipulating the consistency value using the type frequency 
and the family size of the stimuli. Characters of higher consistency value were named more 
accurately than those of lower consistency value. Characters from larger families were also 
named significantly better. Looking at the performance of each grade, consistency effect was 
significant in third graders but not in fourth graders. Contrary toYang and Peng’s (1997) 
results, consistency effect disappeared in higher graders. The trend of development is not yet 
clear. So far, no study has investigated the results using the consistency value obtained from 
token frequency. 
The regularity and consistency effects in reading Chinese can be accounted for by the 
multilevel interactive- activation framework (Taft & Zhu, 1997; Taft, Liu, & Zhu, 1999) (see 
Figure 1). The model posits that there are several interactive levels of orthographic 
representations- the stroke, radical, character and word levels. At every level, except the 
stroke level, there is connection to the phonological and the semantic representations. When 
a character is presented, the stroke features will be activated. Activation then passes to and 
fro interactively the radical, character and word levels, as well as their respective 
phonological and semantic representations. However, inhibition generated when the 
presented features are different from the representations. Any candidates sharing similar 
features as the target will be activated. The candidate that is the most similar to the target 
will receive most activation and be retrieved.  
The connection strength between all levels is determined by the frequency the link is 
used. High- frequency characters have stronger connection at all levels than low- frequency 
characters. Hence, activation quickly reaches the character level for high- frequency 
characters, which can be quickly named. Low- frequency characters activate each level more 
slowly. Processing at the radical level is lengthened and involves longer bottom- up and top- 
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down interactive activation between the radical and character levels. When the pronunciation 
of the character complies with that of the phonetic radical, the character can be easily named. 
As the pronunciations of the phonetic radical and the character conflict, competition slows 
down the naming rate and interferes with the retrieval of character pronunciation. (Zhang, 
Zhou, Shu, & Xing, 2003). As a result, regularity effect was found in low- frequency 
characters.   
When a phonetic compound is presented, it will activate at the character level all those 
family members sharing the same phonetic radical. High- frequency characters are quickly 
activated and named. For low- frequency characters, processing is slower. When the 
consistency is high, more family members are pronounced similarly; the interference from 
discrepant pronunciations within a family is smaller. The target will then be more easily 
named. If the consistency value is low, members have more different pronunciations and 
competition will be fierce. Character naming will be poorer (Taft & Zhu, 1997).  
Figure 1    The multilevel interactive- activation framework 
          Semantic representation 
 
 
 
 Word level                                                      Phonological             
Character level                                                   representation 
 Radical level 
  Stroke level 
 
The purpose of this study 
Since there exists facilitation and interference between the radical and character levels 
in processing depending on the agreement of the radical and character pronunciations, as 
well as among the possible candidates (family members) at the character level, how would a 
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reader decide on which pronunciation to take? How does a reader decide on the use of 
regularity or consistency in reading? Which one, regularity or consistency, has greater 
importance in character processing? In addition, while research revealed significant 
regularity and consistency effects among adults, their developmental trend among children 
was unclear. What is the trend of development in regularity and consistency, and the 
interaction between the two? These questions would be addressed in this study by 
manipulating the regularity and consistency of the stimuli and the grade level.  
Going back to the issue of consistency, as previously mentioned, studies had 
discovered a consistency effect between consistent and inconsistent characters, and between 
high- and low- consistency characters based on the type frequency calculation. However, the 
consistency effect using the token frequency calculation has never been addressed, which 
may be more representative of the consistency value. The underlying notion is that instead of 
the number of pronunciation, characters whose pronunciation occurring more frequently 
within a family may be much more easily named, as it represents the entire reading 
experience of an individual (Shu et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2003). Therefore, this study 
attempts to compare the two calculations of consistency values. Two definitions of 
consistency would be used. The first one deploys the type frequency concept and is named 
‘type consistency’. It is calculated by 1 ÷ the number of different pronunciations in a family. 
Different from the traditional formula, this one can be applied to both regular and irregular 
pronunciations. Using the family of the phonetic radical 莫 in the previous example (莫
/mOk9/,漠/mOk9/,寞/mOk9/,摸/mO2/), the consistency value will be 1÷2 (the number of 
different pronunciations)= 0.5. A higher value means a smaller number of different 
pronunciations. The second definition adopts the token frequency concept and is termed 
‘token consistency’. It is calculated by the total occurrence of a pronunciation in a family ÷ 
the total occurrence of all pronunciations in a family. If the total occurrence of 莫/mOk9/ is 
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5,漠/mOk9/ is 3,寞/mOk9/ is 4, and摸/mO2/ is 6, the consistency value of 寞 is 
(5+3+4)÷(5+3+4+6)= 0.7. This calculation complies with Shu et al.’s (2003) idea to see 
whether or not the most frequent pronunciation within a family will show better performance. 
Besides, in this study, different from Fang et al. (1986), a family excludes the phonetic 
radical itself. Since for irregular characters, the pronunciation of the phonetic radical must be 
different from that of the character, but the pronunciation of the family members can be very 
consistent. For instance, the phonetic radical必/pik7/ forms祕/pei3/, 泌/pei3/, and秘/pei3/ 
which are all irregular but consistent in pronunciation. Including the phonetic radical in a 
family certainly generates a lower consistency value which does not reflect the reality.  
Two experiments would be conducted, each using one definition of consistency. 
Experiment 1 used the type consistency definition and Experiment 2 used the token 
consistency definition. The regularity and consistency value of the stimuli would be 
manipulated in two conditions- regular vs. irregular, and high vs. low consistency. In order to 
find out the interaction between regularity and consistency, no bias should favour any one of 
the factors. Therefore, the stimuli would be controlled on several confounding variables (to 
be discussed in the section of Method) to prevent any advantage to the use of regularity or 
consistency. Grade 3, 4 and 5 children would be targeted to study the developmental change, 
as past research showed the use of regularity and consistency in these children. Character 
naming task would be conducted because it must involve the use of phonological 
information. This helped find out how phonological information is processed in reading. It is 
hypothesized that the effect of regularity and consistency would be found in both 
experiments. If the speculated influence of token consistency is present, consistency effect 
may be greater in Experiment 2. An interaction between regularity and consistency should be 
present when they both play a role in reading. To study how the participants process the 
characters and what strategy (i.e. reading the pronunciation of the phonetic radical or the 
neighbours) they would use to name the stimuli, error analysis would be undertaken.  
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General method 
The two experiments used similar methodology in participant selection, stimuli 
preparation, administrative procedure, scoring standard and data analysis.  
Participants 
Two- hundred and twenty-eight Cantonese- speaking children studying at Grade 3, 4 
and 5 were selected from local primary schools. Each had been screened on nonverbal 
intelligence and Chinese word reading ability. All of them obtained a score above –1SD in a 
nonverbal intelligence test, Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) (Raven, 1956), 
and a score between 1SD and –1SD in the Chinese word reading subtest of the Hong Kong 
Test of Specific Learning Difficulties in Reading and Writing (Ho, Chan, & E. D., HKSAR 
Government, 2000).  
Each grade consisted of seventy-six participants. They were randomly assigned for the 
two experiments, so there were thirty- eight participants at each grade for the first and 
second experiments. At each grade, the participants for the two experiments were checked 
statistically on the standard scores of SPM and the Chinese word reading test for group 
differences. Group differences were statistically not significant. (see Table 1a, 1b) 
Table 1a  Age, intelligence and reading ability of participants in Experiment 1 
  
          Age 
 Raven’s Progressive 
Matrices 
 
Chinese word reading test 
Grade Range Mean Mean standard score Mean standard score 
3 8; 01–9; 04 8; 07 112.5 11 
4 9; 02–10; 03 9; 07 108.6 11.4 
5 10; 01–11; 02 10; 06 110.1 11.5 
 
Table 1b  Age, intelligence and reading ability of participants in Experiment 2 
  
         Age 
 Raven’s Progressive 
Matrices 
 
Chinese word reading test 
Grade Range Mean Mean standard score Mean standard score 
3 8; 01–9; 06 8; 08 109.7 11.2 
4 9; 04–10; 01 9; 07 105.4 11.8 
5 10; 01–11; 06 10; 08 108.2 11.3 
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Materials 
The stimuli were chosen from the Hong Kong Corpus of Primary School Chinese 
(Leung & Lee, 2002) which includes the Chinese characters appearing in the Chinese 
textbooks for Grade 1 to 6 pupils. The selected stimuli were familiar to the participants and 
included characters learned below the targeted grades. For example, the stimuli for Grade 3 
were chosen from characters learned during Grade 1 to Grade 3. In each experiment, each 
participant was presented with forty phonetic compounds. All characters were of low 
frequency as regularity and consistency effects are significant only when character frequency 
was low (e.g. Yang & Peng, 1997). Characters were arranged from high to low frequency, 
and the low frequency stimuli were selected from the extreme (see Table 2). All the 
compounds made up of free phonetic radicals, whose pronunciation can be used in naming. 
This allows the study of regularity effect.  
Table 2  Average character frequency for all grades 
Grade  Experiment 1  Experiment 2 
3  4.0  4.3 
4  4.4  4.7 
5  4.7  4.8 
 
The forty characters were divided equally into four types, with two levels of regularity 
(regular and irregular) and consistency (high and low). The four types were regular/ high 
consistency, regular/ low consistency, irregular/ high consistency, and irregular/ low 
consistency. Regular characters were defined as those having the same onset and rime, 
disregarding the tone, as the phonetic radical. For example, 詠/wiN6/ with the phonetic 
radical 永/wiN5/. Irregular ones were those having only the onset, rime, and/ or tone 
identical to the phonetic radicals, or nothing congruent at all. For example, 裙/kHwAn4/ 
with the phonetic radical 君/kwAn1/. As reading phonetic compounds with identical onset, 
rime and tone to the phonetic radical (ORT) was significantly better than those with only 
onset and rime identical (OR) (Ho & Bryant, 1997), regular characters would certainly be 
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named better than irregular ones if all were in ORT structure. Hence, regular compounds 
were controlled for the ratio of ORT : OR with reference to the Corpus. The ratio of ORT to 
OR at each grade was counted and was 6: 4 for each grade. It means that in the two character 
groups (regular/ high consistency and regular/ low consistency), each would have six 
characters in ORT form and four in OR form. 
Since children will learn more characters in a family as they get older, consistency 
value may change across grades. Consistency values were calculated and controlled 
respectively for the targeted grade. Characters were categorized as high or low consistency 
by taking from the extremes. (see Table 3)  
Table 3  Average consistency values of stimuli in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 
 Experiment 1 (Type consistency)    Experiment 2 (Token consistency) 
Grade High consistency Low consistency    High consistency Low consistency
3 1 0.37  0.99 0.16 
4 1 0.35  0.96 0.13 
5 1 0.36  0.97 0.16 
     
All stimuli were controlled on possible confounding variables. Firstly, the mean token 
frequency of the phonetic radical was kept similar across character types in the two 
experiments. (see Table 4a, 4b) It was found that high token frequency of radicals 
significantly facilitated lexical decision task (Peng, Li, & Yang, 1999) as well as processing 
at the radical level in naming task (Han, 1994b; Yang & Wei, 2002).Therefore, phonetic 
radicals with higher token frequency may benefit the processing of regular characters and 
favour the use of regularity. The mean token frequency needed to be kept similar. The token 
frequency of phonetic radicals was counted cumulatively; that is, for Grade 3, the token 
frequency of a phonetic radical would include the frequency of its occurrence from the first 
to third grade. The mean frequency of higher grades would thus be higher.  
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Table 4a  Mean token frequency of all character types in Experiment 1 
 * Character types 
Grade R/H R/L I/H I/L 
3 55.6 58.9 52.3 56.0 
4 105.7 108.4 108.5 106.8 
5 134.8 137.4 137.3 136.4 
* R- regular, I- irregular, H- high consistency, L- low consistency   
Table 4b  Mean token frequency of all character types in Experiment 2  
 * Character types 
Grade R/H R/L I/H I/L 
3 53.7 54.5 49.8 54.5 
4 103.8 104.4 103.0 103.9 
5 132.3 133.2 133.1 134.2 
 
Second, syllable frequency was controlled. In Chinese characters, an average of about 
four characters will have exactly the same pronunciation (Miller, 2002). Homophones are 
prevalent in Chinese. Looking specifically at the characters primary children have to learn, 
there are 3, 847 characters but 538 syllables; that means every seven characters will share the 
same syllable structure (Leung & Lee, 2002). Since characters with high syllable frequency 
were named faster and better (Zhang et al., 2003), results may be biased if any character type 
accidentally dominated by characters of high syllable frequency, whether it is regular or 
irregular, high or low consistency. Therefore, the occurrence of each pronunciation at each 
grade was counted for syllable frequency. Syllable frequency was divided into high, mid and 
low according to the cut-off points along the cumulative frequency curve. At each grade, the 
number of characters having high, mid or low syllable frequency in each character type was 
comparable in the two experiments. (see Table 5 and Appendix) 
Table 5  Cut- off points of syllable frequency in the two experiments 
Grade High Mid Low 
3 >2212 607 - 2212 <607 
4 >3699 813 – 3699 <813 
5 >5802 1190 – 5802 <1190 
 
The family size of the two sets of stimuli was also kept similar. (see Table 6) As noted 
in the introduction, characters from larger families were named better.   
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Table 6   Average family size of stimuli in the two experiments 
Grade Experiment 1  Experiment 2  
3 2.7 2.4 
4 2.6 2.9 
5 2.7 2.8 
 
The stimuli were matched as closely as possible in complexity as it may affect the 
processing speed and demand. Characters with fewer strokes were named faster than those 
having more strokes (Huang & Wang, 1992). (see Table 7) 
Table 7   Average stroke number of stimuli in the two experiments 
 *Character types 
 Experiment 1        Experiment 2  
Grade  R/H R/L I/H I/L        R/H R/L I/H I/L 
3  13.2 12 11.8 12.3        13.4 12.4 12.9 12.6 
4  13.1 12.1 13 11.3        12.7 11.3 11.8 13.2 
5  12.5 12.8 13.4 13        13 12.4 13.3 13.4 
* R- regular, I- irregular, H- high consistency, L- low consistency   
In each experiment, the stimuli were randomized and afterwards divided into two parts, 
A and B. The order of presentation was counterbalanced; half of the participants in each 
experiment were presented in the order A to B, whereas the other half B to A. This process 
was to guard against sequencing effects when a particular character type was always 
presented early or at the end. 
Procedures 
A pilot study was conducted in advance and no ceiling or floor effects were discovered.  
Each stimulus was printed in black at font size 140 using biau kai (標楷體) at the 
centre of an A6 index card. The naming tasks were administered individually by final- year 
native Cantonese- speaking Speech and Hearing Sciences students, who had received ear 
training and online transcription training. All participants were instructed to read out the 
forty characters loudly. One character was presented at a time and no time limit was set for 
naming. All participants’ responses were audiotaped for subsequent verification.  
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Measurement 
Each correct response (exact realization of onset, rime and tone as the stimulus) was 
given one mark. Wrong responses were transcribed online in IPA. Self- corrections were 
accepted but probed responses yielded no marks. Ten percent of the data for each set of 
stimuli were checked for inter- judge reliability. The reliability was high (95%). No intra- 
judge reliability was calculated because the inter- judge reliability was high.  
Results 
Experiment 1 (Type consistency definition) 
The overall correct percentage of each participant was computed and analyzed using a 
2(regularity) × 2(consistency) × 3(grade) three- way ANOVA with repeated measures. Grade 
was a between-subject factor, and regularity and consistency were the within-subject factors.  
Table 8   Mean score of all character types in Experiment 1 
Mean score of each character type (%)  
Grade 
 
Mean score (%) (SD) *R/H R/L I/H I/L 
3     54.7  (21.6) 68.9 70.8 38.9 40.3 
4     66.1  (17.3) 73.7 72.6 57.1 61.3 
5     61.4  (13.6) 62.4 63.7 58.2 61.6 
* R- regular, I- irregular, H- high consistency, L- low consistency 
The main effect of grade was significant, F (2, 111)= 11.96, p< 0.001. Performance 
improved with grades. Post hoc Tukey HSD test showed that Grade 4 and 5 performed 
significantly better than Grade 3, p<0.05. The difference between Grade 4 and 5 was not 
significant. 
The main effect of regularity was also significant, F (1, 111)= 140.67, p< 0.001.  
Regular characters obtained significantly higher accuracy than irregular ones. However, the 
main effect of consistency was not significant. No significant difference was found in 
naming high- and low- consistency characters.  
The two- way interaction between grade and regularity was significant, F (2, 111)= 
35.02, p< 0.001, but not between grade and consistency. There was decreasing size of 
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regularity effect with increasing grade. The difference in mean scores between regular and 
irregular characters dropped from Grade 3 to Grade 5. The Tukey HSD test revealed that 
while regularity effect was significant at Grade 3 and 4 (p< 0.001), it was not significant at 
Grade 5; though the mean score of regular characters was still higher than that of irregular 
characters at Grade 5. Besides, Grade 4 and 5 children read irregular words significantly 
better than Grade 3, whereas the improvement in reading regular characters was not 
significant. Thus, the grade effect might be related to better performance in naming irregular 
characters. (see Figure 2) 
The two- way interaction between regularity and consistency and the three- way 
interaction among regularity, consistency and grade were not significant. Regularity effect 
was significant in high or low consistency characters, but the difference between high- and 
low- consistency characters was not significant in any condition.  
Figure 2  Interaction between grade and regularity in Experiment 1 
 
Experiment 2 (Token consistency definition) 
A three- way ANOVA with repeated measures was conducted similar to Experiment 1.  
Table 9   Mean score of participants in Experiment 2 
Mean score of each condition(%)  
Grade 
 
Mean score(%) (SD) *R/H R/L I/H I/L 
3 46.5  (19.5) 55.3 61.1 38.7 31.1 
4 51.6  (16.4) 56.8 57.6 52.1 39.7 
5 60.9  (15.4) 61.6 66.6 64.5 51.1 
* R- regular, I- irregular, H- high consistency, L- low consistency 
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Similar to Experiment 1, the main effect of grade was significant, F (2, 111)= 17.91, p< 
0.001. Tukey HSD test indicated that the performance at Grade 5 was significantly better 
than Grade 3 and 4, p< 0.05. On average, performance at higher grade was better. 
Regularity effect was significant, F (1, 111)= 136.23, p< 0.001. Unlike Experiment 1, 
consistency effect was significant in Experiment 2, F (1, 111)= 9.42, p< 0.002. High- 
consistency characters were named better than low- consistency ones.  
Significant interaction was found between grade and regularity, F (2, 111)= 18.57, p< 
0.001. Comparable to Experiment 1, regularity effect dropped with increasing grades. Tukey 
HSD test displayed significant regularity effect in all the three grades, but the size was 
reduced with grades. The mean scores of naming irregular characters increased significantly 
at each grade. While Grade 5 children named regular characters significantly better than 
Grade 3 and 4, the performance between the latter two grades was not significant. 
Different from Experiment 1, a two- way interaction between regularity and 
consistency was significant, F (1, 111)= 48.11, p< 0.001. Tukey HSD test indicated that 
consistency effect was significant only for irregular characters, p< 0.001, but was not 
significant for regular characters. Regularity effect was significant for both high- (p< 0.001) 
and low- consistency characters (p< 0.001). Yet, the difference in mean scores between 
regular and irregular characters reduced for high- consistency characters. (see Figure 3)  
  Though the interaction between grade and consistency was not significant. The mean 
scores showed a bigger size of consistency effect across grades. (see Figure 4) 
The three- way interaction was not significant. Analysis with Tukey HSD test, 
nonetheless, showed that at Grade 3, consistency effect was not significant, while regularity 
effect occurred for both high- and low- consistency characters. At Grade 4 and 5, regularity 
effect was significant only for low- consistency characters, and consistency effect for 
irregular characters. (see Figure 5) 
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Figure 3   Interaction between regularity and consistency in Experiment 2 
 
Figure 4    Change of consistency with grade in Experiment 2 
 
Figure 5   Change in consistency and regularity across grades in Experiment 2 
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Discussion 
This study showed differences in the main and interaction effects between the two 
experiments. As expected, the main effects of grade and regularity were found in both 
experiments, but consistency effect reached significance level only in Experiment 2. Besides, 
the interaction between regularity and consistency was present in Experiment 2 only.  
The significant main effect of regularity, where regular characters were named better 
than irregular characters, was consistent with previous findings (e.g. Shu & Zeng, 1996; 
Yang & Peng, 1997). Since the pronunciation of phonetic radicals could help the 
memorization of the pronunciation of regular characters, retrieval of regular targets would 
then be facilitated by the pronunciation of the phonetic radical. This would be especially 
useful to facilitating retrieval of low- frequency characters when their processing is slower 
(Shu, Bi, & Wu, 2003). 
Consistency effect was also significant, though only in Experiment 2 involving the use 
of token consistency. It suggested the analysis of family members and that the relationship 
between characters played a role in character naming (Ho, Wong, & Chan, 1999). 
In Experiment 1, consistency effect was absent. The result appeared incompatible with 
past studies on phonological consistency, which showed significant consistency effect (e.g. 
Yang & Peng, 1997; Shu et al., 2000; Wong, 2003). However, the present result is not 
entirely comparable with the past because the methodology is different. Attempts were made 
in this study to control variables possibly affecting the result, which were neglected in past 
research. Though the exact relationships between consistency and those controlled variables 
were obscure, their influence cannot be dismissed. The present result may likely be the 
consequence of more stringent control of variables rather than a contradiction. Further 
research may be indicated.   
To investigate further into the reason for the discrepant consistency effect observed in 
the two experiments, errors were analyzed to examine how children processed the stimuli. 
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Errors were divided into phonetic- related and non- phonetic errors. Phonetic- related errors 
entail derivative and analogy errors. Derivative errors resulted from replacing the character 
pronunciation by the one having the same onset, rime and tone as the phonetic radical, such 
as秘/pei3/ being produced as the phonetic radical必/pit7/. Analogy errors are caused by 
producing the pronunciation of another neighbour in a family, such as純/sJn4/ being 
produced as another neighbour鈍/tJn6/, which share the phonetic radical屯. (see Table 10a 
and 10b) In Experiment 1, stimuli of high type consistency had only one pronunciation. 
Therefore, the analogy error was 0%. The presence of analogy errors in the irregular/ high 
consistency condition at Grade 3 may imply learning of characters within a family in 
extracurricular reading, which has not been captured in the Corpus. In Experiment 2, stimuli 
of high token consistency means that the pronunciation was the most frequent within a 
family, and other pronunciation(s) may exist, so analogy errors were present. Both 
experiments showed similar pattern of error distribution. When low- consistency characters 
were presented, children made relatively more analogy errors comparing with 
high-consistency conditions. It implied that in both experiments, children used consistency 
knowledge.  
Why did consistency effect not manifest in Experiment 1? As mentioned in the 
Introduction, token frequency may be more representative of the consistency value. The type 
consistency represents the number of pronunciations in a family while the token consistency 
represents the total occurrence of a pronunciation in the family. As a child encounters a 
character, the family members will be activated because they share the same phonetic radical. 
However, decision making on which pronunciation to take would be hard because any one 
could be correct. The total occurrence of a pronunciation may guide the decision-making. 
The pronunciation having the highest frequency in a family would be adopted. Analysis of 
the frequency of analogy errors in Experiment 1 lends support to this explanation. (see Table 
11) In Experiment 1, analogy errors were largely due to the substitution of higher- frequency 
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neighbours for the target characters. It suggested that higher- frequency neighbours and their 
dominant pronunciations are more likely selected. It also supports the idea that consistency 
intimately related to reading exposure. Extended reading may promote the build- up of 
consistency knowledge (Chen, Shu, Wu, & Anderson, 2003).  
Table 10a    Distribution of phonetic- related errors in Experiment 1 
              *R/H             R/L              I/H             I/L 
Grade Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy
  3 67% 0%  52% 11%  64% 7%  45% 20% 
  4 68% 0%  60% 15%  70% 0%  61% 23% 
  5 59% 0%  46% 21%  63% 0%  58% 34% 
* R- regular, I- irregular, H- high consistency, L- low consistency 
Table 10b    Distribution of phonetic- related errors in Experiment 2 
              *R/H             R/L              I/H             I/L 
Grade Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy   Derivative Analogy
  3 52% 2%  48% 12%  59% 4%  53% 21% 
  4 54% 8%  44% 14%  66% 9%  65% 26% 
  5 49% 6%  37% 15%  54% 10%  59% 22% 
 
Table 11   Percentage of analogy errors resulted from high- frequency neighbours in 
Experiment 1 
Grade  Analogy errors composed of high frequency neighbours 
3  73% 
4  74% 
5  82% 
 
Looking into the significant interaction between regularity and consistency found in 
Experiment 2, regularity effect was significant in both high- and low- consistency conditions, 
whereas consistency effect was significant only in irregular conditions. (see Figure 3) The 
result may suggest that in the course of processing, the pronunciation of the phonetic radical 
may have greater influence over the family members. Making use of the interactive- 
activation framework (Taft & Zhu, 1997; Taft et al., 1999), the connection strength at all 
levels of processing is weaker when the character frequency is low, and retrieval relies a lot 
on the radical information because activation at character level is insufficient. Therefore, 
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naming involves more influence from the phonetic pronunciation and performance on 
regular characters would unsurprisingly be better. It also illustrates why regularity effect was 
significant in different character types in the two experiments.  
The drop in the size of regularity effect in high- consistency condition suggested 
competition between the use of regularity and consistency. This may ascribe to increased 
competition in irregular conditions between the phonetic radical and the character 
pronunciations, which inhibit the activation at the radical level. As shown in Figure 3, in 
regular condition, high- consistency characters were not named better than low- consistency 
characters, but the effect of consistency was obvious in irregular condition. However, since 
subjects may rely heavily on the radical information during processing, regularity appears to 
have an edge in the competition and reach significance level in high- and low- consistency 
conditions.  
Consistency is another story. In regular/ high consistency condition, both the similarity 
in the pronunciation between the phonetic radical and the target character, and higher 
consistency level of the target facilitated processing. In regular/ low consistency condition, 
the low- consistency characters were also low in frequency. As previously discussed, lower 
frequency family members were less readily activated. Radical information is still important 
in processing. Consequently, for regular characters, children may rely on the radical 
information and consistency effect was not shown. In irregular conditions, disparity between 
the pronunciations of the phonetic radical and the character generates competition. This will 
inhibit and reduce the activation at the radical level. The influence of the character level will 
increase. Thus, high- consistency characters, which are more readily activated, would be 
named better. But for low- consistency characters, their pronunciations are less easily 
activated. Interference from the radical level would be great. Performance would be poorer. 
Consistency effect would in turn be significant.  
The above explanation could be substantiated by the error analysis. (see Table 10b) 
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Derivative errors were rampant, suggesting that the children followed the phonetic 
pronunciation in processing. For regular characters, there were relatively more derivative 
errors in both high- and low- consistency conditions, indicating the reliance on phonetic 
information in processing. The use of consistency was minimal, and regularity showed 
greater importance. For irregular characters, more use of consistency was evident, as there 
were relatively more analogy errors comparing with regular conditions. This may suggest 
that the phonetic level activation is inhibited, and the character level influence increased. 
Despite that, radical processing forms the main part and derivative errors were 
comparatively more dominant. 
Despite the absence of interaction between regularity and consistency in Experiment 1, 
the error patterns are similar to those in Experiment 2, which may indicate similar processing. 
(see Table 10a) Derivative errors constituted the major portion. The percentage of analogy 
errors increased in irregular conditions relative to regular conditions. The results also 
suggested the importance of radical level processing, though character level processing 
showed more influence in irregular conditions when the radical level activation was 
attenuated.  
How do regularity and consistency, and the relationship between them change with 
grades? Both experiments showed main grade effect, suggesting improved reading ability 
among higher- grade children, when the character frequency was kept similar across grades. 
Regularity effect changed with better reading ability. Results of both experiments displayed 
a decreasing size of regularity effect with increasing grade. This mainly attributed to 
significantly improved naming accuracy of irregular characters with reading ability. At 
higher grades, Hong Kong children will learn a higher proportion of irregular characters 
(Leung & Lee, 2002). Their increased performance on irregular characters reflects their 
reading experience. The results are consistent with Yang and Peng’s (1997) findings that the 
size of regularity diminished in higher graders. It was because better readers were found to 
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possess better metalinguistic skill which assists the use of partial information provided in 
irregular character to learn to read (Meng, Shu, Zhou, & Luo, 2000). 
Consistency effect showed a change across grade, too. The difference in the mean 
scores between consistent and inconsistent characters in Experiment 2 showed a bigger size 
of consistency effect with grades, which was also implicated in past research (Yang & Peng, 
1997). The build-up of consistency knowledge requires exposure to more members within a 
family and the subsequent understanding of the orthography- phonology relationship 
between members (Yang & Peng, 1997; Chen et al., 2003). In lower- grade children of Hong 
Kong, consistency knowledge is loosely established because learning is limited and the 
characters learned are of low consistency (Leung & Lee, 2002). The sense of consistency 
among characters may not likely have consolidated. 
Investigation into the interaction between grade, regularity and consistency in 
Experiment 2 suggested a change in the relationship between regularity and consistency at 
different grades, despite the insignificance of three- way interaction. (see Figure 5) At Grade 
3, regularity effect obviously outweighed consistency effect. Regularity effect was 
significant in high- and low- consistency conditions. Contrarily, consistency effect was not 
significant. In spite of this, in irregular conditions, high- consistency characters showed 
higher mean score than low- consistency characters. Such a processing pattern is similar to 
the general interaction between regularity and consistency as discussed above. Character 
processing based mainly on the phonetic radicals. Error analysis demonstrated a sense of 
consistency in third graders (see Table 10b), but this knowledge was not yet so well- 
developed and did not show its significant effect in naming.   
The fourth and fifth graders showed a different pattern. For both grades, regularity 
effect was significant only in low- consistency conditions, while consistency effect only in 
irregular conditions. This is in line with the result that regularity effect dropped with grades, 
and that children may use other strategies in reading, such as consistency knowledge (Yang 
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& Peng, 1997). Their consistency knowledge was more sophisticated and could display its 
effect significantly. The disappearance of regularity effect in high- consistency condition 
may reflect as well the competition between regularity and consistency in processing as 
discussed above. Since higher- graders learn more new characters, their understanding of the 
relationship among neighbours matures. They can use the consistency knowledge more 
readily and this benefits naming of consistent characters (Yang & Peng, 1997; Chen et al., 
2003). Therefore, the competition between the character level and the radical level becomes 
greater, which may mask the regularity effect at high consistency. At low consistency, 
interference from the character level will be reduced because the activation of less frequent 
pronunciation is weaker. Radical information becomes important in naming. However, the 
results did not imply a loss of priority of regularity over consistency in higher graders. Error 
analysis showed that derivative errors constitute most of the errors, in high or low 
consistency. 
The present results appeared to support the notions on Chinese reading development. It 
is maintained that Chinese children initially learn characters as inseparable wholes, and then 
gradually attain the metalinguistic awareness of radical functions, and later insights into the 
relationship of characters sharing similar radicals (Chen et al., 2003). In fact, radical 
information seemed to be more important to lower- grade children. Grade 3 children 
depended more on phonological regularity in naming. At Grade 4 and 5, consistency 
knowledge improves and could show its significant effect in irregular conditions. However, 
one thing to note, regularity still exerted great importance in higher graders.  
Conclusion 
The present study supports the proposal that consistency would be better reflected 
when taking the token frequency into account. Nonetheless, it is an open question of the 
possible effect of those controlled variables on consistency. In addition, the results 
demonstrated a priority of regularity over consistency, in that the phonetic pronunciation was 
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preferred in all character types. Such a tendency prevailed in the third, forth and fifth graders. 
However, in higher grades, children’s consistency knowledge enriched, and resulted in more 
competition between regularity and consistency when encountering high- consistency 
characters.  
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Stimuli for Grade 3 
Experiment 1(Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
Regular/ 
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
蝗 low  拭 mid 漬 low  軌 low  
掣 low  謀 low  濟 low  槐 low  
嚀 low  琨 low  蹄 low  純 low  
詠 low  旺 low  概 low  瞎 low  
譏 low  磚 low  逝 low  弧 low  
莉 low  捨 low  猾 low  樽 low  
怖 low  嘈 low  耗 low  誘 low  
瞇 low  側 low  祕 low  晾 low  
縫 low  淋 low  拒 low  杜 low  
咐 low  啞 low  柄 low  謙 low  
 
Experiment 2 (Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
Regular/  
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
餾 low  　 low  漬 low  唾 low  
綜 low  錦 low  蹄 low  鯇 low  
嬉 low  秧 low  頻 low  胭 low  
蓬 low  瓷 mid 誓 low  遺 low  
濘 low  　 low  猾 low  泛 low  
凰 low  捲 low  樽 low  嘶 low  
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祐 low  菠 low  溉 low  棍 low  
謊 low  萎 low  泌 low  諒 low  
絆 low  暫 low  柄 low  嬌 low  
殖 low  喔 low  亳 low  砍 low  
 
Stimuli for Grade 4 
Experiment 1 (Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
Regular/  
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
佑 low  鉀 low  腺 low  拯 low  
煌 low  碑 low  慨 low  泣 low  
詠 low  雌 low  裙 low  祈 low  
嬉 low  妮 low  腮 low  樽 low  
猩 low  錦 low  儒 mid  瀑 low  
譏 low  　 low  蹄 low  棍 low  
吋 low  淑 low  猾 low  賺 low  
猿 mid 頰 low  漬 low  叭 mid 
瞇 low  趾 mid 渣 low  軌 low  
杖 low  蚪 low  柄 low  浩 low  
 
 
 
 
Experiment 2 (Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
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Regular/  
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
汲 low  誡 low  秘 low  鯇 low  
檬 low  瓷 mid 腺 low  偎 low  
幀 low  琳 low  裙 low  莠 mid 
褪 low  矩 low  鰓 low  胭 low  
蝗 low  擰 low  溉 low  潘 low  
諷 low  茅 low  曠 low  扯 low  
紳 mid 咧 low  煎 low  挽 low  
榴 low  訝 low  猾 low  唾 low  
怖 low  拇 low  狹 low  馴 low  
綱 low  萎 low  柄 low  純 low  
 
Stimuli for Grade 5 
Experiment 1 (Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
Regular/  
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
疥 low  俸 low  淞 low  餌 low  
摀 low  憬 low  矚 low  咭 low  
韌 low  沼 low  鰓 low  樽 low  
緞 low  瞻 low  裙 low  嘿 low  
瑯 low  琨 low  懈 low  祈 low  
嘰 low  唧 low  慨 low  潘 low  
猩 low  　 low  猾 low  醇 low  
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瞇 low  柑 low  渣 low  楷 low  
怖 low  趾 low  腋 low  欽 low  
詠 low  淑 low  柄 low  瞎 low  
 
Experiment 2 (Description besides the character is the syllable frequency) 
Regular/  
high- consistency 
Regular/  
low- consistency 
Irregular/  
high- consistency 
Irregular/  
low- consistency 
搪 low  誡 low  槌 low  鯇 low  
幀 mid 瞅 low  淞 low  莠 mid 
燼 low  渲 low  樽 low  嘶 low  
韌 low  瓷 mid 溉 low  韻 low  
吋 low  妖 low  煎 low  馴 low  
膿 low  描 low  蹄 low  棍 low  
褪 low  魅 low  蔗 mid 嫌 low  
汲 low  碩 low  鍊 low  姪 low  
喂 low  訝 low  渣 low  偎 low  
鍵 low  嘈 low  柄 low  惹 low  
 
 
 
 
 
 
